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Dear Class of2006:
One ofthe first things you wi11 lean as you begin medical school is how little you know. It can be
SOmeWhat overwhelming to acclimate yourself to a new school, a neW City, and new classmates while
Simultaneously attempting to sponge up what may seem like oceans of random Latin nanes for body
PartS. The Redbook has traditionally been an effort on the part of血e outgoing first-year Class to ease the
transition of their incommg COuIlte申artS.
Over血e years, the Redbook evoIved into a pretty extensive, Pe血aps excessive, guidebook that
incoxporated advice not only from first-year Students, but also from fac山ty, Sta算and administration.
This year, Student Committee on Medical Student A既irs (SCOMSA) has attempted to rediscover the
Redbook’s original spirit - One Ofadvice to students from students. We have血us greatly reduced the
SCOPe Of this year’s Redbook and a請empted to include, for瓜e most pa.rt, Only unedited comments of血e
members of血e Class of 2005. This publication is in no way meaIlt tO be瓜e definitive handbook to life
at BUSM. A nunber of co血ibutors note (Wisely) that everyone must figure out what works for them as
individuals in medical school. The Redbook, then, is o熊ned only as a consideration as you begin to
navigate your way through your first year.
That being said, I hope血at our血oughts do indeed ease your transition into medical school. Please do
not hesitate to contact me’yOur Peer advisor, Or any Other member of the SCOMSA board wi血questions
you may have. Good luck wi血your first year and welcome to BUSM.
Andy Kim
SCOMSA Vice-Chair
andykim@bu. edu
ManythankstotheRedbookCommittee2002 
MaggieHymowitz一〇一一〇TracyHuynh一--○○JenSinclair〇〇〇〇-JoyceYang---一一LisaStutius 
JustinPeng一--一〇AshwinShetty〇〇一一-RahulPawar-----DustinPetersen 
AndyKim(Editor) 
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Sec蹄on /: Get捌ng Seft/ed: Housing
MasIow,s hierarchy of needs dictates血at you need to be sheltered before you can focus on studying…
Please note’BUSM refers to Boston University SchooI of Medicine Campus, and BU refers to Boston
University Charles River Campus (main canpus).
Housing O冊ces and Services
O櫛ce of O簡-Campus Services, BUSM
7 1 5 Albany Street, A-406
The O範ce of O組Canpus Services was created in June, 2002 to specifically assist students of血e
medical campus with血誼off-CanPuS housing needs. The o能ce has created a list of availわle
aparments targeted towards people at血e medical canpus. Ifyou would like to add a posting to this list,
you may e-mail Laurie Dubois,血e O組Campus Services Coordinator. They can also tell you about o血er
resources available t血ough BU and helpful tips for finding a place. If you have any questions, Or need
additional resources to assist you in your housing search, Please do not hesitate to contact血e o飾ce. The
COntaCt PerSOn is‥ Laurie Dubois’O組Canpus Services Coordinator’Boston University Medical Campus,
617-638-5125, ldubois@bu.edu. O餌ce hours are‥ Monday -Thursday, 9:00am - 5:30pm and Friday
8:30調書5:00pm.
Off-Campus Housing O緬ce, BU
775 Commonwealth Avenue, George Sheman Union, 4血FIoor
The OfrCanpus Housing O縦ce is a good resource for finding housing and/or roommates, and a great
Place to start your housing search. There is a prospective roommate listing service that provides an
individual血e opportunity to comect wi血o血er u正versity students who are also Iooking for roorrmates.
There is a database arranged by characteristics (such as two-bedroom apartmeuts, male roommates, etC.)
that is primarily geared towards the Charles River Campus. Ifyou call血em,血ey will give you a
temporary logon and password to access血is database from home. Invalual)le血ough are血e handouts
血at are available wi血help餌phone nunbers, tips on leases and sul)lets, nameS Of realtors (including one
Who give BU students a discount), and discount moving and storage places. They also have lists of
temporary and short-tem aCCOmmOdations where you can stay while you are looking for a place to live
(血ey’ll even mail this to you). Bring your Boston University ID or letter of acceptance, Since this
resource is o血y availわle to Boston University students, faculty’and sta組They are open Monday to
Friday, 8am to 6pm. For more infomation, Cal1 617-353-3523.
O珊ce of Residence Life, BU
98 5 Commonwealth Avenue
The Boston University O能ce of Residence Life o節ers Resident Assistant (RA) positions to qua聞ed
graduate students. Resident AssistaIltS are O飾ce of Residence Life and O縦ce ofthe Vice President and
Dean of Studerits student staff members living wi血in canpus residence areas. RA’s receive room and
board as compensation in exchange for working twenty hours each week. Several medical stndents opted
for this housing arrangement this year; WOrkload depends on which domitory you are located in, SO try tO
talk to other RA’s/medical schooI RA’s before accepting a position. The advantages include living in a
great location for free;血e disadvantages are that you may have d珊cult residents・ There are usually
SPOtS aVailable until血e start of血e academic year, but get your application in as soon as you can ifyou
are interested! Please contact the O餓ce ofResidence Life for more infomation. 617-353-3852.
O緬ce of Renfal Property Management, BU
This o餓ce manages university properdes located near the Charles River Campus in the
Kemore焼nway/Sou血Canpus area. stndios start at $950+, One bedrooms $ 1 ,200+, and two bedrooms
$ 1 600+. SelfLcontained rooms with shared bath and kitchen facilities are also available for $525+
Utilities may or may not be included. Some fumished apartments are also availわle. There is no broker
fee charged by血is o能ce’b…hey do require a twelve-mOnth lease. Limited parking is available for an
additional fee. For more infomation, Cal1 617-353-410l.
Boston University A珊ated Renta! Housing Options
Ha「「ison Court
Harrison Court, located across from血e Medical Center, is a renovated building managed by the
皿versity. It features secure and convenieut studios’One and two-bedroom apartments with modem
kitchens and bat血ooms as well as central air conditioning. There are coin-OPerated washers and dryers, a
SOda mac血e, a Study lounge, and a modest exercise room located in血e building. Monthly rents for
Shared units range from roughly $550 to $950 per person depending on血e unit. Single occupancy units
are more expensive. Parking is available for an additional fee. For more infomation call the BU O節ce
Of Rental Property Manageme加at 6 1 7-353-41 0 1.
Trustees Management Bu曲ing’Boston MedicaI Center
3 5 Nortmampton Street
Trustees Managemeut Building, also knoun as the ・Nurse’s Tower” or ・・Southblock,” is a high-rise
building housing young professionals and stndents associated wi血血e Medical Center. Located two
blocks from BUSM, it contains stndios and one and two-bedroom apartments. Reut for studios is $575,
One bedrooms $780’and two bedrooms $895 and includes air conditioning, heat, and utilities. There are
laundry facilities, a Sun deck’and a recreation center. parking and gymasiun use are available for
additional fee. There is a waiting list for apartments in this building, SO Please call z血ead for details.
Please Note: There is a $25 application fee. Early submission is recommended. For餌her infomation
Cal1 617-534-5800.
Housing Resou「ces on the lnte「net
For people comected to the Intemet’血ere are several online options when searching for housing. Below
is a list ofuseful web sites. These sites are especially good because血ey let you chose血e size, Style,
location, PnCe range’and other options to suit you housing needs. They also provide you wi血Iinks to
roommate comections and city infomation as well as transportation ideas. If you don’t find anything
you like when you first try, many Of血ese sites will let you sign up for free and notify you ofany new
POstings. Be prepared to spend some serious time browsing t血ough血e web. T鵬s can be a very leng血y
PrOCeSS.
NameofService ?ebSite 
Cityinformation/classi魚eds: ?ww.boston.com 
ApartmentsbyTHERENTGuide: ?WW.apt-4-rent.COm 
Yah0OBoston: ?entals.classifieds.yahoo.comルoston/reutals/ 
AllApartments: ?WW.allapartments.com 
BostonApartments: ?WW.bostonapartments.com 
ApatmentSearch: ?WW.Boston.com/realestate/aptsearch.html 
WWW,dwellingsma.com 
BostonRoommates: ?WW.bostonroommates.com 
JustRentals: ?WWjustrentals.com 
ApartmentsUSA: ?WW.aPa血nentsusa.com方oommates 
BostonPheonix: ?WW.bostoaphoenix.com/listings/classifieds/GRH.html 
Boston.comRealEstate: ?WW.realestate.boston.com/apartments/otherrentals/ 
MITEuropeanClub-Housing ?・eurOClub.mit.edu/Communication/bboard仇ousing.html 
Boston’s Neighborhoods
Boston is very much a city of neighbo血oods, eaCh with unique characteristics, advaI血ges and
disadvantages. As with any large metropolitan area, Safety concems can be an issue. It is recommended
血at you visit neighbo血oods you are considering for your apartment location to make sure you are
COmfortable血ere. The剛owing is a general guide to some of Boston’s neighborhoods wi血respect to
their convenience to血e Medical Campus. Please keep in mind血at, aS always, bus schedules and rents
Can Change very quickly’and rent prices vary from one neighbo血ood to the next. Generally, rental prices
are estimated based on area newspapers. Area realtors can help you糾in where you would like more
infomation. There is a general map in血e back ofthis book, but we recommend obtai血g a good street
map of Boston. Even if you do not anticipate driving, yOu Will find yourself referring to it many times.
AIIston-Brighton
Aulston and Brighton are two ofthe most pop山ar areas for college students. The A11ston area has a
diverse makeup wi血many middle-Class families living in single and duplex homes. What makes this
area so attractive is its proximity to bo血BU’s Charles River Canpus and the Boston College campus,
and many sections are cIose to Harvard Squne. The B and C Green “T” Lines are accessible from many
PartS Of血e area. You will face overcrowding on血ese lines because of.血e large nunber of stndents who
use them. Driving can take up to 20 minutes’but a free shuttle from the BU Charles River canpus to
BUMC is available du血g weekdays in the糾and spring semesters. Advantages include proximity to
many StOreS, reStaurantS, bars and dountoun Boston. Disadvantages, aS Can be expected from an area餌I
Of college stndents, are the m doun apartments’CrOWded parking, and some noISy neighbo血oods.
Brighton is much quieter and less crowded血an AllstonJw弛more residential areas. Free parking on血e
S億eet is tight but availわle. A residential sticker is required in some neighbo血oods. As in all areas of
Boston, yOu Should check out the security of your building care餌Iy and take precautions.
BackBay
The Back Bay is characterized by its old-fashioned brounstone houses, Parisian-style boulevards,億ee-
1ined sidewalks, trendy shops’and tourist attractions make it a beauti細place to live. Advantages include
its proximity to BUSM, Oifering many students the opporturity to ei血er walk or bike to school. The
#CTl and the #1 buses rm doun Massachusetts Avenue, affording reliable,血ough sometimes crowded -
transportation. As wi瓜everything血at is good, it has its drawhacks. Parking is very di塙cult, and血e
rerit can tend to get a bit expensive. The area stretches from血e heart ofBU’s Charles River campus
through血e Boston Gardens and Commons.
Beacon HiIi
Beacon Hill houses an interesting and diverse group ofpeople right in the heart of Boston.珊e area
features 1 9血and 20血century brounstones, CObblestone streets, Oldrfushioned nauTOW alleyways and
OCCaSional park-1ike areas with big trees. Because of its central location and Charles Street “T” stop on
血e Red Line, Beacon Hill also allows you easy access to all ofBoston’s activities. Consequently, this
desirable, historic area is crowded’eXPenSive, and血e apar血ents are usually small. Due to narrow streets
and overcrowding, Parking is minimal.
Dorchester
This is also varied in its resident population and rent is generally reasonable. Dorchester has several
Smaller commur血ies wi血in it. Transportation along血e Red Line is reliable and traveling time depends
On血e location and time ofday, uSually around lO-25 minutes. Some buses also pass by BUMC and
Dudley Square Bus Station.
East Boston
East Boston is a working-Class neighborhood some distance from血e medical center, SeParated from血e
rest ofthe city by血e harbor. It is also where Logan Aixport is Iocated, and is accessible by血e “T” Blue
Line. Rents tend to be somewhat cheaper than血e rest of血e city, and血ere are a large number oftwo and
three family homes.
Jamaica Plain (JP)
Jamaica Plain is a culturally and economically diverse section of Boston. Housing prlCeS Vary depending
On the area of JP and include triple-decker houses, Victorian homes and some apartment buildings. Two
great bonuses to living in JP are血e Amold Arboretun and Janaica Pond. In general,血ere are various
levels ofincome throughout JP and血is may or may not reflect血e level of safety. Most are able to find
housing血at is consistent with血eir level of comfort. AIong Centre Street, yOu Will find ice crean parlors,
natural food stores, and restaurahts血at encompass血e diversity of血e neighbo血ood. There is also a
Vibrant lesbian community present in Janaica Plain. Public Transportation takes approximately 3 0-40
minutes to get to school and 15 minutes by car. The Green “T” Line (E) rms as far as the VA Medical
Center and the 39 bus rms along the sane route as血e Green Line but continues through血e center of
town. The Orange Line is also very convenient to many who live throughout JP. JP is one ofthe few
SeCtions of Boston血at does not requlre a reSidential parking sticker. Nighttime caution is advised for
Amold A血oretum. Rents are reasonable and血e houses are usually well maintained. Be advised that
there are no studios in JP.
Ma馳きpanIHyde Park
Mattapan and Hyde Park are less urban parts of血e city, with many single and two family houses wi血
yards. Parking is generally not a problem. Mattapan is T-aCCeSSible via血e red line. Rents here are quite
reasonable, but commuting can be time consunlng.
Mission Hiil
Mission Hill, Part Of Roxbury, is an up and comlng COmmunity that has receritly received a lot of
attention. The community is conveniently located and is a cu血的lly diverse neighborhood that tends to
be owner occ叫)ied. It is in血e process ofbeing revitalized and has recently been labeled as血e next JP
(See description of JP). Housing includes triple-deckers and Victorian homes. P心blic Transportation
takes approximately 25 minutes to get to school and is Iocated near血e Green Line (E),血e #39 bus and
SOme PartS OfMission Hill are located near the Orange Line. Apartments in Mission Hill tend to be large.
Parking is readily availわle, but a pa血ung pemit is needed.
NorthEnd
The North End is a close-knit neighborhood that historically features fabulous Italian restaurants and
Shops. The area is considered to be very safe and only five minutes from dow加own Quincy Macket, and
Only two minutes from the waterfront. A car is not recomended in this area because parking is almost
inxpossible on the nanow streets. From血e No血End, yOu Can take the Orange Line from Hay Market to
Massachusetts Avenue, and血en take血e #1 or the CTl bus to the BUMC. The Green Line is also
nearby. Apartments are very small, and re加is expensive for the size.
Rosiinda看eMest Roxbury
Roslindale, like many areas ofBoston, has a wide range ofhousing options. There are areas wi血
duplexes, houses, apartmeut COmPlexes, and multi-family dwellings. The community is mai血y middle
Class families. With a皿e effort’yOu Can have血e benefits ofliving in the city wi血out all血e hassles (Or
COStS!)・ Two great bonuses to living in Roslindale are血e Amold Arboretun and Janaiea Pond neafoy in
Janaica Plain. They are great escapes from studying and city living. The public transit infrastructure
allows you to commute via the Orange Line or the Commuter Rail, along wi血bus comections. The trip
Can take about 30-40 minutes. West Roxbury is simi血tO Roslindale but is generally more a餌uent and
even more subu血an in character証th many single-family homes for rent. Commuting by car is no
PrOblem. Depending on where you live’it is accessible by Commuter Ra叩Oeedham Line), Which
COmeCtS With the Orange Line.
Roxbu「y
Roxbury is a large residential community血at is considered血e ceuter of Boston’s Black Commurity. It
is culturally variedvyi血many areas in the process of uban renewal’and even ・・gentrification.” It is cIose
to血e medical center and rents tend to be cheaper than in most parts ofthe city. P皿ic transport serves
血e community well by bus・ Most buses will either go directly to BUMC or comect to血e Dudley Squne
Bus Station, Where several buses can take you to class.
South Boston
South Boston is a working-Class neighbo血ood血at is easily accessible to the hospital. Two and three
family homes predominate. Rents are considered to be anong血e cheapest in血e city, although they are
rising. It is on血e coast and has some beauti餌parks.
South EndlSymphonyIFenway
Boston University Medical Center (BUMC) is Iocated in血e South End, SO血e corrmute to school is a
Short walk or bike ride and very convenient. The area is undergoing a lot of renovation and
redevelopment, and some beautiful old homes from血e past century are being restored. The South End, in
Particular, is rapidly developing as Boston’s answer to the trendy bars, bistros, and cafes of血e Village in
New York City. It is a diverse neighborhood wi血many di餓3rent ethnic and income groups living here.
Public transportation is available into the city and血e # 1 0 bus rms down Dartmouth Street to the medical
Center eVery 25 minutes or so. Resident parking is available, though costly, and is easy to obtain if your
Car is registered in Massachusetts. The Fenway lS renOWned for its easy access to血e Emerald Necklace
Park and to area clubs. Some students feel that this area is血e ideal location because ofits cIose proximity
to the areas colleges and universities as well as the opportunity to relax in血e Green Belt.
Boston’s Extra“Urban Neighbo「hoods
Cambridge
Canbridge is across血e Charles River from Boston. Many find the steady s億eam of cultural and
educational events and varied coIorful commercial entexprises very appealing. It is fairly large and can be
broken up into four general areas: Harvard Square, North Cambridge佃resh Pond, East Cambridge, and
Cambridgeport. Rents vary greatly from area to area. Good places to look for housing infomation
include血e Harvard and MIT public bulletin boards, aS Well as notice boards at Harvard Law and
Business SchooIs. Massachusetts Avenue goes directly t血ough Cambridge to BUMC and is al)Out a 20-
25 minute drive from Harvard Square. For public transportation, the Red Line also rms t血ough
Canbridge. You can get o縞at Andrew then take血e CT3 to BUMC. Altematively,血e #1 bus rms
Straight down Massachusetts Avenue to the Boston Medical Center- Harrison campus, and the #47 rms
from Central Square to BUMC
Harvard Square is by far血e most soug鵬-after housing in Canbridge, and the competition from Harvard
and MIT students for a繕brdal)le housing is intense. There are some bargains in older two and three
family homes but these are hard to find because people don’t like to move out of血em. There’s easy
access to血e Red Line and buses, 1ots of student life, and a relatively low crime rate. The North
Cambridge仲resh Pond area is a bit fi正uer away (わout 1 5 minutes extra) but血e rents are somewhat
lower. There is a large shopping area as well. The Alewife station on血e Red Line is Iocated here.
Brookline
Brookline is the choice for many BUMC students. Its nunerous advantages include safety (One Of血e
Safest areas around) and relative proximity to BUMC, Which is only 20 minutes away by car or bicycle
and 45 minutes by public transportation. Most apartments are only a short distance away from one of
Brookline’s many public parks. Brookline also has an excellent public schooI system. The quiet,
residential atmosphere and excellent shopping are a plus here. Ovemight parking is prohibited, SO make
Sure yOur apartment PrOVides parking. O血erwise, yOu may have to pay an additional $50-75 a mon血and
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Parking spaces are very limited. A car is not necessary in Brookline since public transportation is
excelle虹Many people bike to class’and most ofBrookline is on the B, C and D Green Line, whch can
take you to血e Hynes Convention Center stop to tcke the #1 or the CTl bus to school.
Newton is a prosperous suburb ofBoston, COmeCted to it by reasonably good public transit. It is lange,
SPread out, and made ap ofover ten villages. It is di能cult to make any specific corments that apply to
血e entire area, but血ere are many choices ofhousing. The public schooI system is excellent. Travel time
to school is attractive, but a car is a must. Newton’s proximity to血e Massachusetts Tumpike malkes the
drive to class only atout 20 minutes. The D Green Line combined wi血a bus schedule is also an option
taking approximately an ho皿Most rental units are single homes that have been converted into two
family dwellings. There is no additional cost for on-Street P紬king and availability is fairly good.
The rents in Newton vary and are affected by location; -ProXimity to Boston or血e Mass Pike may
increase pnces.
Quincy
Quincy, a Small cityjust so血ofBoston, has a lot to o塙e血those students who hate血e hassles ofbig
City living. There are several sections of血e city including North Quincy, Wollaston, Quincy Center, and
West Quincy. The city is made up langely ofIrish Catholic working class families as we11 as a growing
Asian population. It promotes a community atmosphere and is often quieter than Boston. The ocean
ProVides a great view for runing, Walking’rOllerblading, Or just relexing. The Red Line has four stops in
Quincy that will take you to血e Andrew stop near BUMC, takingかut 20-30 minutes. The Southeast
Expressway (I-93) to血e Andrew Sq脚e exit is an option by car. The expressway can get very congested
during rush hours, but the t亘p should take only about 15-20 minutes, and less when血ere is no億a綿c.
Parking is usually on street, free, and easier to find血an in Boston. Just beware of territorial neighbors
who do not want you to park in frout of血eir homes! Most people feel very safe in Quincy, and血ere are
many housing options available ‥ high-rise complexes, houses, dxplexes, and triple-deckers.
Somerville is just no血of Cambridge, and is serviced by excelleut p皿ic transportation.皿s area has
mostly triple-decker houses and apartmeut complexes. Housing conditions are variatle, but good deals
Can be found. The population is primarily working-Class families with many Tufts stndents and young
COxples. Davis Sq雌e, the heart of Somerville, is a growlng area wi血many great restaurants, jazz and
rock music clubs as we11 as a movie血eater whch features live Afiiean and folk music. There is easy
access to Canbridge and Boston via the Davis Square station on血e Red Line, and to dountoun Boston
and血e South End via the Orange line at S皿ivan Square station.
WatertownlBeimont
Watertown and Belmont are middle-Class corrmunities wi瓜a large nunber of single and two family
homes wi’血yards. Watertown also has a nunber of apartment complexes. Commuting on public
transportation may requlre a mmber of bus changes on routes with limited service. Parking is not a
PrOblem.
Utilities
Here are a few miscellaneous tips regarding your utilities and cable...
Set up your cal)le early. If you are plaming on moving here in September, Call ahead to set up your cable.
Otherwise, yOu Will have to compete wi血1 80,000 o血er students arriving at血e sane time. When I
Called to set up cわle service in September, they told me血at血ey were booked ur血l well into October.
Therefore, I would urge血at you call early ifyou don’t warlt tO gO a mOnth wi血out TV.
Cable:　　　　　　　AT& T Broadband l -61 7-787-661 6
Electricity :　　　　NStar Elec血c l -800-5 92-2000　　www.nstaronline.com
Telephone :　　　　Verizon l -800-870-9999
Fumiture (a brief list)
・ Basic Funiture on Harvard Ave. in Allston has cheap, unfinished & finished stu鯖
●　K-Mart in the Sou血Bay shopping center
●　Ace Hardware on Mass Ave. (Symphony) or Harvard Ave. in Allston
Sectjon 〃: W柵at Booke & E匂u小men書Ybu馳Need fo Bny
What Books to Buy
This section is designed to help you figure out what books and medical equipme血you are supposed to
get and which ofthese things you actua11y need. A Iot of great books are glVen aS required course reading.
However, yOu might end xp spending a lot more money thm you actually have to on books血at you may
never end ap uslng, eSPeCially when血e course syllabi are clearly written and complete. And we all know
medical students are poor. Very poor.
To help you decide what is important to buy’here is some advice compiled缶om血e class of2005. As
always, feel free to contact your second year advisor (Or anybody else who has taken these classes) with
questions you have al)Out What you need to survive BUSM I. We are all happy to help. Please note血at all
Ofthe required and optional texts are based on last year’s syllabi. Things most likely wi11 be血e same for
tⅢs ye紬.
Anatomy
Required texts :
●　frsential αinical Anato7ny, Moore and Agur
●　Langman b M古窃cal Embryology, 8血edition, Sadler
●　Gran待Dissector, 12血edition, Sauerland
●　Atlas d‘H窃man AnatoJny, 2nd Ne備er
●　Hわman Cross-SGctionalAnat叩y, (2nd edition, large version), Ellis et al.
Optional text:
●　Color A海s Q/Anato7砂: A Photogr呼hic Atlas Q/偽e H訪man Bo動4血edition, Rohen and
Yokochi
Our advice:
Anatomy lS One Of血e few classes for which there are a lot of assigned books and you really need to get
all of血em. One beauti珊thing is that ifyou sign up for AMSA in血e細1 (most students do), yOu get a
free Netter atlas. Many students like the optional atlas (Rohen and Yokochi) because it has lわeled
Photographs of real cadavers rather血an cartoons. Grant’s Atlas of Anatomy, by Agur et al. is a good atlas
to purchase or borrow from the library’eSPeCially if you decide you do not like Ne請er. Some students
recommend replacing Sadler with The Developing Hunan, by Moore and Persand because the assigned
embryoIogy text can be confusing・ If you want to save money, SOme Students claim you can get away
With buying the smaller (and cheaper) version of the Ellis cross-SeCtion book.
Histology
Required texts :
●　Either W”eate再凡‘nCtional HめlogJ,, 4th edition, Young and Heath or CoIor Atlas ofHistoIogy,
3rd edition, Gartner and Hiatt
●　Color Ttrtbook QrH短Ology, 2nd edition, Gartner and Hiatt
Our advice:
All you need is the syllわus. No books. For血e lab component of血e course, the most useful thing is the
Web page that Dr. Vaughan has set up containing all of血e slides from all ofthe HistoIogy labs.
Nevertheless, SOme Students may find buying one of the required atlases help餌・
Psychiatry
Required text:
●　Behavior andMをdcine, 3rd edition, Wedding
Our advice:
You could probably pass血e course without buying血is text, Since 95% of血e exam material comes from
lecture. However,血ere are some po正ons of皿s course where the book is useful, eSPeCially for clarifying
the many tems you will be leaming. In support ofthe book, it is extremely well written and quite
interesting to read. It also provides a nice,血erapeutic break from all of the Anatomy and HistoIogy
reading you will be doing first semester.
Neu「osciences
Required texts :
●　7he H毒man Brain・・ An h妨Oみction to its凡nctional Anatony, 5th edition, Nolte
●　Either The助man Brain in Photogr`やhs andDi昭7・amS, 2nd edition, Nolte and Angevine or
N訪roanatoJ砂: An Atlas q/SJructures, SGctions, and動stems, 5血edition, Haines
Optional texts :
●　部u少G諦虎to Acco7叩pany脇e H訪man Brain, 5th edition, Nolte
●　Pi叩iology’4th edition, Beme and Levy
●　舟om Neuron Jo Brain: A Cellαlar Azproach /0 /he凡nction Qfthe Nervo郷秒ytem, 3rd edition,
Nicholls et al.
Our advice:
The Nolte textbook is clear and well written, but many students were able to do well in the course wi血out
it. The book is not necessary but can be use餌ifyou choose to buy it. You will need to buy one ofthe
two atlases orolte and Angevine or Haines).
Biochemistry
Required text:
●　Biochemis砂, 3rd edition, Mathews et al.
You do not need to buy址s book. It is a typical i血Oductory biochemistry text, which most ofyou
PrObably have in some fom or another from co11ege. Additiona11y, all of血e exan questions are covered
in lectures. If you would like clari宜cation on certain topics’buy a review book. Many students
recommend Lippincottis Illustrated Reviews: Biochemistry by Charape and Harvey.皿s book is
especially helpful for material covered on the second exan.
Physioiogy
Optional texts :
●　Pl叩ioわ秒, 4th edition’Beme and Levy
●　Review qfん鋤cal P毎iology, 20血edition, Ganong
All of血e infomation you need for血e exams is in the syllabus. However, this is a conceptually
Cha11enging class so a good review book is a wise inves血ent as soon as you begin feeling corfused.
Essentials of Pubiic Health
Required texts :
●　肋ud掘a脇ng肋alth Poliq′: A αinica14proach, 3rd edition, Appleton and Lange
●　7%e R砂d車/Patients, 2nd edition, Amas
Yes, yOu need bo血of these books. They are irrferesting and cleariy written. They are definitely a good
inves血ent, eSPeCially in血e long rm because you will need to know how our heal血care system works
and how to ethically practice medicine (wi血or wi血out getting sued).
EndocrinoIogy
Optional texts:
●　Emわcrine P短io10抄, 2nd edition, Porterfield
●　Rel,iew Q仙郷cal P加iology, 20血edition, Ganong
The syllabus for血is course is fintastic. Things are described very clearly and all exam questions come
缶om血e lecture notes or discussion sections. If you are looking for outside clarification, One Of血e
recommended review books is a good buy. We especia11y recormend the Porterfield book for its
Straightforward text and diagrams.
1mmunology
Required text:
●　Cdse餌uガes in hmunOlogy, 3rd edition, Rosen and Geha
Our advice:
You need this book. Some lecture discussions and exan questions come from discussing the clinical cases
given in址s text. However, Since you only need to read selected cases,血e best things to do is photocopy
the cases from somebody who already has the book. Doing this costs under $3.
Genetics
Required text:
●　Mを窃cal Genetics, 2nd edition, Jorde et al.
Our advice:
Although it is well written and has helpful pictures, yOu do not need this book. All血e infomation血at
you need to do well in血e class is in血e syllabus.
P!aces to Buy Books
The most standard and convenient place for you to get your books is血e BU Medical Bookstore (700
Albany St. They not only have the required course books, but血ey also have a nurnber ofhelp餌board
review books, Which are a good buy for any course that you waut more infomation on. However, aS Ioyal
as we are to血e BU Medical Bookstore, it is definitely not the cheapest place to buy your books.
Buying used books from other BU medical students is a great way to get the (gently used) books you need
at lower prices. There are two ways you can get books from your fenow students. The first is血e am脚l
AMSA book sale, held in September. This is where many students sell血eir old books. More infomation
Will be posted about this when you get to school. The o血y dounside ofgetting books this way is血at you
must have a pretty good idea ofwhat books you want and get to血e sale early because after about 30
minutes most ofthe books are gone! The second way to get used books from BUSM students is to check
your email. Throughout the year, Students send out emails trying to sell their old course books. This is an
easy way to get cheap books.
Another option, fdr those ofyou strapped for cash, is to consider using some of血e texts on reserve in the
library. Most course books are on reserve in the library’SOme Circulate ovemight, and others do not. For
SOme COurSeS, Which recommend a slew ofbooks, uSing the library reserve texts may be the way to go.
Lastly, there is always the intemet. You can often蘭books that are a little cheaper血an those sold in the
BU Medical Bookstore. Although you may have to pay shipping, yOu uSually do not have to pay tax.
Some sites that students have used in the past include -.amazon・COm, WW.eCamPuS.COm,
W・bamesandnoble. com, and ww.efollett.com.
Since the exans given at BUSM do not vary much in fomat from year to year, Old exams can provide an
indication ofthe concepts血at will be stressed in future exams. The AMSA test packet, whch is availatle
for -$75 during the first few weeks of school, COntains exans from the past several years (with answers)
for most of the first-year COurSeS. Not every stndeut decides to purchase the AMSA test packet.
Regardless of whe血er you decide to actually buy the packet or simply photocopy a ffiend’s, GET OLD
EXAMS. You will find yourselfat a disadvantage ifyou do not use the old exans as study aids.
You can ask other first-year Students who were in血e masters program, yOur Peer advisors, Or Other
SeCOnd-yearS, Or yOu Can buy the AMSA packet. It is probably a皿e on the expensive side but saves you
the trouble ofhundng doun those exams. There is a copy center behind血e SchooI ofPublic Health
where you can photocopy at a cheap rate.
Old exams really help you get to know each professor’s testing style, and many questions are asked in a
Similar ifnot identical way. We’d recomend doing at least 3 old exams not only becoming finiliar with
why血e right answer is correct, but perhaps more importantly, why血e wrong answers are incorrect.
Medicai lnstruments
Towards血e end ofthe first semester, yOu will be given a list ofmedical instrunents that are required for
ICM. However’血e only instruneut studeuts actua11y need for血eir second semester of ICM- 1 is a
Ste血oscope. Representatives from a nunber of different companies will display their supplies, give
demonstrations, and let you try them out There are many choices川址ch can seem overwhelming. In
addition’the presentation makes it seem as ifyou will never be able to get a con岬able deal on血ese
instrunents. If you want to begin irIVeS血g in medical supplies now・ it is a good idea声pecially ifyou
know physicians you can ask for advice. However, all stndents really need for their second semester of
ICM- 1 is a ste血oscope. Most students buy the Littman CardioIogy III stethoscope. The o瓜er supplies are
uSually availatle in the o縦ce of your ICM doctor. If youne nervous about not showing up wi血enough
SxpPlies, aSk your ICM doctor (you will be paired with one in也e winter)融血ey think you need. Don’t
fonget that you can always buy more equlPment later when you have a better idea ofwhat you want to
About $600 is allocated above forinstrunents, but that does not mean you have to spend all $600. You
will not need yourinstrunents un批he second semester for ICM, and most likely the o血y thing you will
really need to use is血e ste血oscope (get a good one!). At血e end of血e first semester, the bookstore will
Set uP a Plan with a few of the medical sxpply conxpanies, including Welch Allyn, Heine, and Littman,
that wiu allow you to get discounts on many ofthe instrunents. Besides血e ste血oscope, many Students
also buy血eir ophthalmoscope and otoscope at this time as well because of the discounts. Most students
do not buy a sphygmomanometer. Here is a list ofthe possible instnments血at you can buy or may need:
●　Stethoscope
●　Ophthalmoscope/Otoscope
●　Doctor’s bag (OPtional)
●　Sphygmomanometer
●　Reflex hammer
●　Tuning forks
In general, all hospital rooms and most doctors’o飾ces are equipped with血e equlPment listed above
(except the stethoscope). However, yOu may need some of血e above equipment during you third- and
fou血- year rOtations. It is use餌to point out血at血ird and fourth year students are usually selling their
used instnments throughout the year and most ofthe time the instrunents have barely been used.
Secuon肌L的r貧hes and Pfaces fo Study
Locations on the BU Medica看and CharIes River Campuses
For血ose who would rather not look at a book at home, it is necessary to find a good place to study and
review your notes and books. There are a rmmber ofplaces where you can sit down and leam, and it is up
to you to find a place that works well. But, for血ose ofyou who need some ideas, read on… The Charles
River Canpus IS POPular wi血many students, wi血a variety ofplaces to settle doun. It is also cIoser to
home for a則mber ofstudents. Parking can be very di能cult in血e early evening due to night classes apd
near impossible during baseball season when the Sox are in town. But, it is not too bad on血e weekends.
AIso keep in mind血at it is very T-aCCeSSible (Green Line, B巾ains). Please note, BUSM refers to Boston
University SchooI of Medicine Canpus, and BU refers to Boston University Charles River Campus (main
CamPuS).
AIumni Medical Library, BUSM
80 E. Concord St., Instructional Building, (L1 2)
61 7-638-4232
The Alunmi Medical Library serves as a center of medical infomation for血e faculty, Staff; and students
Of Boston University SchooIs of Medicine, Dental Medicine, and Public Heal血as we11 as血e sta紐of
Boston Medical Center. The library also serves the faculty, Sta騰and students of血e Boston University
Charles River campus as well as members ofthe Boston Library Consortiun and is open to血e general
public with restrictions. Infomation about血e Alumni Medical Library, including access to a variety of
欝叢護憲護護認諾叢鰐
only. The l l血and 13th floors have study cauTels and all血ee floors have large tables for studies. No
are located on the l lth andfood or drink is allowed in血e Library. Res億OOmS and in-house
13血floors, and a pay phone is Iocated outside血e library on血e蔀藍S
Library Hours:
●　Monday-Thursday: 7:30AM - 12:00AM
・ Friday: 7:30AM- 10:00PM
●　Saturday: 10:00AM- 10:00PM
・ Sunday: 10:00AM- 12:00AM
(Sunmer and holiday hours vary and are posted outside the library)
McNary Lea「ning Center, BUSIV1
80 E. Concord St., Bottom FIoor ofR Building
By far血e most popular place to study at the medical school is血e McNary Leaming Center. Comected
to the魚rst floor ofthe Instructional Building,血e McNary Center has ten small conference rooms血at seat
8- 1 0 people. Wi血comfortable chairs, long tables, and clean blackboards, these rooms are every study
group’s drean. These rooms are very popular and血ey珊I up very quickly, eSPeCially near exan time.
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The o血y catch is血is: the rooms are used primarily as classrooms and are booked at various times during
血e day. The day’s meetings for each room are posted outside each classroom, thus you must work
around瓜ese schedules. Unfortunately, yOu CamOt book one of these rooms for studying. Guidelines
COnCeming the use of血e classrooms are posted in each room. Another area used to study is the home
base labs on血e 2nd and 4血floors. One worry is血at these rooms really haven’t had their climate controI
SyStemS uPgraded since the building was built, SO it can get a little chilly in the winter.
IVlugar 」ib「a「y, BU
77 1 Commonwealth Ave.
617- 353-3710
There are a nunber ofcubicles and tわles on all ofthe six floors and, Since血e undergraduate and medical
SChooI schedules do not coincide’finding places to study during exams is not much ofa problem. It is also
Very COnVenient to血e GSU for a study break.
Hours:
・ Monday-Thursday: 8:00AM- 12:00AM
・ Friday- Saturday: 8:00AM - 11:00PM
●　Sunday: 10:00AM葛12:00AM
(Open 24 hours during undergraduate finals)
George She「man Union, BU
775 Commonwealth Ave.
617-353-5498
Not exactly conducive to studying, GSU (BU’s undergraduate student center) can be used to study if you
have a powerful ability to focus on血e task at hand. But㍉Ⅲ wok and no play makes Jack a dull boy, SO
血e numerous televisions and gane room (in血e basement) can serve as a welcome study break. There is
also a food court and a convenience store for food breaks.
Law SchooI Library, BU
765 Commonwealth Ave.
617-353-3151
Located across from Mugar, it is much sma11er but us脚lly more conducive to studying・ There are private
rooms wi血tables on血e bottom floor. The lounges and classrooms on o血er¥floors of血e building are also
quite nice for studying when there isn't a class golng On. Sometimes血e noise level can be high, SO
beware. In addition, they are not very strict about their一一no food and drink'一policy.
Schooi of Management, BU
595 Commonwealth Ave.
617-353-4301
The SchooI of Managemeut is a large building on Commonwealth Avenue (CIose to Kermore Square).
There are two different study locations wi血in血is building‥血e classrooms and meeting rooms, and血e
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Pardee Library located on血e third floor・ The advantages of studying in血e classrooms and meeting
rooms are血at you are free to bring food, yOu Can Stay aS Iong as you warit’reStrOOmS are readily
accessible, and food is right across the street (including convenience store called Campus Convenience
OPen 24 hours)・ If you’re on血e top floors, yOu get a great View of血e Charles River. One disadvantage,
however’is血at night classes often rm unti1 8 or 9 pm’SO yOu might have to hunt around for an empty
room. AIso,血ere may be conventions booked on血e weekends.
SmaiI Libraries on Boston Universfty Charles River Campus
The Charles River Campus hasわout a million small libraries. Although these libraries may not have血e
best hours,血ey are very quiet and’in general, Very emPty. They are good places to study during study
Periods, When you have all day and need a new place to study. Some include:
・ Astronomy Library (6th floor) and Stone Science Library (4th floor)
O　725 Commonwealth Ave. -617- 353_5705
●　Science and Engineering Library
O　38 Cunmington St.一617-353-3733
●　TheoIogy Library
O　745 Commonweal血Ave. - 617-353-3034
In addition,血e Charles River Campus has a computer lab located at l = C皿mington St. which allows
each student 500 free printing pages each semester. If you’re studying on the Charles River Canpus, it’s
the perfect place to print out IP or Histology slides.
しocations Outside BUSM and BU
珊e l lth floor cubicles ofthe Alumni Medical Library get fairly boring after a while, SO it is血e to find
ano血er place to study. If you don-t want to poke around the Charles River Campus,血ere are lots of o血er
Places to go. One of血e best parts ofBoston being an old city is that瓜ere are a nunber ofurrique places
to sit down and do some studying. You can find a bench along血e Charles RIver, a COffee shop on
Newbury St., Or a quiet spot in血e North End. Any place you can imagine yQu Can find ifyou try. When
winter comes around, yOu have to move inside. For variety, yOu Can try SOme Of血ese places.
Boston Lib「ary Consortium
Boston University is a member of血e Boston Library Consortiun (BLC). The BLC consists of a nunber
Of public and private libraries that offer reciprocal lending privileges to血e patrons of each. Students must
have a valid BLC card to use member libraries- facilities and materials. BLC cards are available at血e
Reference Desk・ Monday through Frid邸from 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM. Be sure to b血g a copy ofyour valid
Boston University identification card when applying for a consortiun card. 0[OTE: Harvard University
Countway Medical Library is NOT a part of血e Boston Library Consortilm.) O血er members of血e
Consortiun include :
Boston College Boston Public Library
Boston University
Marine BioIogy Library
Northeastem University
Tufts University
Wellesley College
Brandeis University
M ssachusetts Institute of Tec血oIogy
State Library of Massachusetts
University of Massachusetts
Harvard Countway 」ibrary
l O Shattuck Street
617- 432-4888
The mecca for medical knowledge, Countway serves as both Harvard Medical School’s Library and a
NIH funded regional library. This means that every title you can imagine (and even a f訪you could never
imagine) can be found here・ This makes it an invaluable place to find that perfect article for an IP
PreSentation. There are also a nunber of small study rooms and tables scattered throughout the 6 massive
floors ofjounals and books. The library is not open to血e general public, SO yOu muSt have ei血er your
BU ID or your Massachusetts Medical Society membership card to be given entrance.
MI丁
77 Massachusetts Avenue’Canbridge
617-253-1000
Very convenient from bo心血e Medical Canpus and Charles River Campus, the nunerous libraries of
MIT are very pop山ar wi血students. Some are d珊cult to find, but血e easiest is the Charies Hayden
Library located on Memorial Drive. The favorite place to study is血e studerit center (Julius Adans
Stratten Building), W址ch is Iocated to血e left ofthe second light after crossing血e MIT bridge into
Cambridge. Why is it so popular? Probわly because it has everything血at you could ever need for a
distraction! Coifeeshop, arCade, POSt O餓ce, OPtician, CIothing stores, and hairdressers - if you can
imagine it, yOu Can PrObably find it瓜ere. But’when you have to finally sit doun and work, the lig舶ng is
great and the chairs are comfort劃e. It is not uncommon to find classmates there late at night/early in the
moming just before exans.
Boston Public Library
700 Boylston Street, Copley Square
617-536-5400
The first mgivr public library in America,血e Boston Public Library is a center rich in history. Located in
Copley Sq雌e, the library is actually two buildings w皿a courtyard in between. The general building is
more modem and has some interspersed tわles. The research building is older and resembles a museun
with its stuming architecture and incredible murals (especially血e Jo血Singer Sargent murals on the
third floor). There are a number of reading rooms血oughout the building, the largest being Bates Hall on
the second floor. The hours are somewhat limited though, OPen Monday - Thursday 9‥00AM - 9:00PM,
Friday - Saturday 9‥00AM - 5:00PM, and Sunday l :00PM - 5:00PM.
Northeastem (Snell) 」ib「a「y
360 Huritington Ave.
617-373-2350
Northeastem’s library is another option for studying. Located off of Huntington Ave a4jacent to血e
Physical Education Building, Snell Library is very convenient to血e Medical Campus. The library is very
quiet and has a nunber of tables and cubicles, eSPeCially on血e second through fourth floors. Just be
Careful, it has a hair-trigger alarm血at goes off without warmng or waITant.
Boston Co11ege (O’Neill) 」ibrary
Chestnut Hill, Newton
617-552-8038
If it were cIoser, this would probably become one ofthe more popular places to study. It is a new
building, SO it is very spacious and set-叫p Well. You enter on血e血ird floor and have two floors above
Wi血comfortわle chairs and則merOuS COnference rooms. The library is Iocated at血e end of血e B Green
Line on Commonwea皿Ave. on血e Chestnut Hill canpus. When you reach血e campus,血e library is
adjacent to a large parking building on血e hill.
Secffon /W Academics: Study 7坤s
Gross Anatomy
●　Recommend using the Board Review Series Anatomy book as a guide to what sorts ofinfomation
you need to know. The syllabus may not always be helpful
●　Memorize things early on so you can keep reviewing. It’s okay if you don,t remember everything
血e first time around, yOu’ll get it later.
●　Read dissections and look xp structures before lわso血ey are somewhat familiar during lab. This
also helps you remember things.
●　During lal} asSign group members to di節erent tasks so that everyone has ajob and not everyone is
doing血e sane血ing.
●　You MUST review血e bodies/structures routinely or else you will fall behind and have too much
to review at once. Try to review at least once存wice a week in lわbesides going in to finish
dissections.
●　Make flashcards and go t血ough血em several times, it’s useful to draw pictures on the flashcards
t○○.
HistoIogy
●　Pull from your collection all of血e relevant slides, mix血em up, tum瓜em all over (SO yOu Can-tVノ
See血e labels), and try to give your study prrtner a "guided tour一一ofeach slide.
●　Use old exans to study’nOt Only regarding血e '一right answers一一, but also why the wrong ones are
incorrect.
●　Auso’don't forget to study血e electron micrographs in your lab guides and be sure to check out血e
“Common Confusions" section of the website.
● “In order to do well in this course (i.e., honors), gO t血ough血e lab on the web site before each lab
and read all the lecture notes prior to the lectures. Make sure to attend all labs and lectures. Ifyou
Stay On traCk血en you will have no problem balancing histoIogy and Gross Anatomy."
● “AIways read before class; do lal) before ifyou can (wi血slides!); take old tests before and after
you do a comprehensive review’’.
. “Stay chead. A l舶e bit (1-2 hours) every day is much better血an a lot the week before the exam”.
●　負Review血e slides often and read血e lecture notes as much as possible."
●　負Ifit’s in血e syllわus you need to know it. Period. That means everything, including details given
in lわoratory sections. Do this and you will do very well on血e written portion of血e exan while
leaming a lot.”
●　高Take Friday aftemoons to review血e week’s material. Tcke advar血ge ofthe double headed
microscopes to review slides wi血a friend (Or tutOr) and to quiz one another.”
● “Attend all lわs and copy血e illustrations on the board, Particularly Dr. Vaughan’s board. She
makes very precise coIor餌diagrams. Copy血em meticulously (and preferably in coIors).
Everything you need to know is included in Dr. Vaughan’s board diagrams."
●　``Tcke histo lわseriously, it much better to go to lab each week and really study the slides血an
trying to cram it all in two days before血e histo exam and right after a grueling anatomy exan.”
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● “Get sleep the night before血e exan. You need to think on your feet for血e practical. Get 7 hours
Finally, a few general tips:血is course offers a wea皿of different study aids‥ Kodac血omes, Videotapes,
and computer prograns. These are all available in血e library. Shop around and find out what works for
you・ Study缶om old exans. It is important to keep up to date with your work. When it is time for the
histoIogy exan it is also time for the anatomy and psychiatry exans. (Don-t let anatomy steal all your
time away from studying histoIogy!) It is not advisal)le to cran for any ofthese tests.
Neurosciences
As with all the o血er courses’the best way to take this course is to keep up wi心血e material on a daily
basis. Reading血e syllabus and/or other materials before each class is recommended’and expecting to
read all of血e material just before the exan is foolhardy. Everyone, however, leams Neuroscience his or
her oun way. For血ose who had d瓶culty with Gross Anatomy, have a weak background in BioIogy, Or
just waIit to get a head start, it is helpful to work through Sidman and Sidman (at least through section
’一C’一) before血e first class. This is an active leaming text that is fun to wok through and made the first few
lectures much easier to grasp. The rest of血e sections are help細to do concurently.
The required Haines or Nolte atlas is not tested specifically, but it is an essential atlas血at is especially
use珊for its pathways section. While some students found血e handout and lectures su飾cient to pass or
even honor the course, Others found that血e Nolte text can be help餌to further explain sQme Of血e more
COnfusing neuroanatomy topics’SuCh as血e Limbic System and血e cerebellun. The cross sections in
Nolte were also very use餌for testing yourself and had help細text on each page・ The recommended
neurophysioIogy book was very helpful in understanding those tough physioIogical principles (and you
thought you would never use your physics again!). Remember’血e written exan material is derived solely
from血e lecture and syllabus so you can get honors by using血ese recormended books only as reference.
They are all on reserve in血e library’but血ey might be hard to find near exan time.
Some students found血at it was help細to lean血e spinal tracts as soon as possible・ Memonzlng and
understanding血ese pathways early on will make血e course less intimidating. Spend tons oftime on血e
CrOSS SeCtions from all血e sources: yOur handouts, the Haines atlas, and Nolte's text. Slides (brain slices
and cytology) are avail刺e for review in the labs. Studying血ese wi血o血er students is highly
recommended, eSPeCially the brain slice series. Go over血e slides at least once a week with your study
group and you will be in fine shape for血e practical. The lectures, labs, and請Orials are help餌but you
will have to do a lot ofleaming on your own.
Many students last year found血e Haines recommended atlas to be much better and easier to use
COmPared to血e Nolte, Which is opposite to血e opinion of students two years ago! The lal)S Were based
On Nolte, but the Haines atlas contains the same infomation in a slightly di節erent fomat. Nolte's atlas
Shows coIor pictures, traCeS SPinal routes and shows three-dimensional aspects of.瓜e structures you are
looking at. This book can clear up many questions that you have, SO Check it out and compare it to Haines.
Ei血er atlas is recommended and it is advisable to wait until after血e first lab session before purchasing an
atlas so one knows which atlas the syllわus is geared towards.
The conaputer prograns in the library are extremely valutle study aids. Brain Stom and Hype庇in are
eXCellent programs that help to review cross sections and quiz yo町Self It's a fim, interactive way to leam
when you're sick of reading. The old exams are key・ Dr. O'Bryanis neurophysioIogy questions are
nOtOriously di縦cult. By reviewing old exams, yOu Can get used to血e fomat and style of血e questions.
皿s is a good vey to actively stndy neuroanatomy. Don-t be surprised ifyou take l-2 hours on the
PhysioIogy part and only l/2 to l hour on the rest.
For several weeks it feels as though the material covered in this course is frngmented, and will never gel
in your brain, aS yOu may have experienced with the一一Head and Neck" section of Gross. Eve血ally, it all
COmeS tOge血er though perseverance and steady work. Everyone in class leams material a diiferent way.
Vthe血er one chooses to use血e syllal)uS’the text, COn叫er programs for lal) material, Or a COmbination
Of everything, depends on a person’s leaning styla Find out what works best for you. Neurosciences is
One Ofthe most organized classes all year while providing you with a variety ofresouees to leam from.
Biochemistry
The best advice for doing we11 in this class is to get yourselfto class everyday @ 8:30 AM and stay
awcke! The amo調of time spent in lecture is consider劃e and血e material covered is extensive. The
COurSe getS O卸o a sIow and manageable start, but don’t let血at fool you. The ano血ofinfomation that
is thrown at you piles up very quickly.
Consider devoting time every week to reviewing血e material covered in class to avoid falling behind. If
there is enough interest among classmates you may want to consider a organlZlng a note-tcking service;
at Very least, make sure you keep your oun notes complete. The professors ofthe biochemistry
departmerit are exceptional about offering their assistance outside of class (especially Dr. Traish) so take
advantage; keeping on top ofthe material also allows you to address血em in a timely manner.
Exams from previous years are available ei血er from血e AMSA packet, the library or from o血er students.
Old exams are essential, because by doing血em a week in advance of血e actual exam, yOu Can gauge
how much you know and stndy accordingly, aS Well as letting you practice the way ofthinking needed for
doing we11 on test day Many stndents found the first exan to be血e most di餓cult, both because ofthe
material and血e questions asked (especially Dr. Traish’s questions); do not be disco町aged! Just try to
Stay On tOP Ofthings and you’ll do fine.
It’s easy to put Biochem on血e back buner because of the weekly physioIogy quizzes, but be waned!
皿s is one class you don’t want to wh unti1 2 or 3 days before血e exam to start studying for!
The amo血ofreading material will be overwhelming, SO yOu might want to organize a groap ofpeople
and split up the readings. You might even want to have each person transcribe a lecture. Reding a
Sumary of血e atcles may save you time in a pinch because thejounal articles and law cases can be
imense. The books on patient・s rights and health care policy are extremely help餌and make
understanding the lectures much easier. However, don・t rely on texts in lieu ofthe lectures. Dr. Sager-s
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exan questions were based more on his lectures血an on血e text. There is no need to memorize血e
articles for each lecture, just know血e concepts. Keep up with the readings because it is easy to釧
behind and it’s very di餓cult to catch up when it comes to be exam time.
Physioiogy
Kinow血e sy11abus! Make sue you understand血e diagrans and graphs, nOt Only because they can appear
On血e exans but also because血ey demons調e the concepts. Old exans and quizzes are c則Cial! Each
year the exans and quizzes for血e past two years are posted on the courseinfo web site. A11 exans are
designed to test certain concepts’which rarely change. Therefore, focus on血e principles tested in the old
exans (don’t just answer血e questions, but understand why誓h question is ei血er conect or incorrect). It
is also very importam to attend and participate in血e discussIOn grOuPS.
Take血e quizzes very seriously. They can really help your final grade. Ifyou study for血e quizzes as
though you were studying for血e exan, yOu Will have already mastered血e material by血e time the exan
重oll紬O皿d.
There are many good texts avail刺e including血ose listed above. However, it is easy to ove血uy
PhysioIogy books. Some students use only血e syllal’uS (if you work hard you can honor血e course by
Studying血e syllabus). It is always helpful to have some sort of reference besides血e syllわus. If you don・t
Want tO buy all血e monographs (they will cost well over $120),血en try Board Review Series PhysioIogy
book by Costan2a. Ganong lS a reView book血at will only help you ifyou need no help whatsoever.
PhysioIogy is one of血e best courses ofthe year’and is really血e meat and potatoes ofinedicine. A
StrOng knowledge ofphysioIogy will fom a solid foundation for your clinical years. The bottom line
血ough is血at the course glVeS SOme meanlng and substance to血ose endless hours of anatomy that you
Slaved t血ough in the first semester.
EndocrinoIogy
At this point in血e semester, many Students fねthe impulse to sIow doun and cut comers一- try tO reSist
血e urge. Wi血only one exan for血e course, nOt Pacing yourself can be disastrous. Additionally, uSe血e
discussions to really reinforce concepts and go over di能cult points. Again, Whatever stndy pattems
WOcked in PhysioIogy will likely work we11 here. For students t鳳而Il take EndocrinoIogy as血e first
PhysioIogy class of year (i.e. SMEDS and MMEDICS who took PhysioIogy in college as part of a
module), it is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT to start right away to get into a physioIogy mind set.
lmmunology
As wi血EndocrinoIogy, don-t let血e wam weather distract you now. W皿e there-s only one exan for the
COurSe’it is extremely fair. People who have done immunoIogy wok before will find this to be a refresher
COurSe that emphasizes key concepts, but students wi血out any experience should first get a good
COmmand of血e terminoIogy and broader concepts before memorizing details. Because most of血e
Syllわus is a condensed version of血e text (Basic ImmunoIogy), many Students found t血stndying血e
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Syllabus and listening to the lectures were su触cient for honoring血e course. The textbook, however,
PrOVides more detailed explanations’eXamPles, and eifective study questions. If you wa加to get血e most
from the lectures’read ahead and don-t bo血er to take extensive class notes; uSe the lectures and study
questions to identify important topics rather than take dictation.
Human Genetics
The syllabus changes, with improvements every year" It is well organized and clearly hig皿ghts what
COnCePtS are importaut to leam and understand. Read t血ough the syllabus and be familiar with all the
COnCePtS PreSented. It is importaut to know血e book well. The lectures provided up to date infomation
that is not covered in the textbook. Hence, attending lectures was bo血use餌and at times eIgivyable.
integrated Probiems
Integrated Problems (IP) is a course that asks stndents (usually in gr叩ps of seven, along with a physician
PreCePtOr), tO analyze and do research on瓜e issues presented in a glVen CaSe. The course rms for the
first and second years of the curriculun.
In瓜e session, an aCtual case will be dissected and the students will create a list ofresearch topics血at
flow from血e medical, legal, and social issues血at血e case addresses. From here, eaCh student will do
independent research on血e topic and present血e infomation to the group at血e next session. The
Written component of血is presentation is us脚lly a one to two page s皿mary Of血e research wi血
references included.
Most preceptors encourage students to use a vast database of virtually every medical article ever
Published called MedLine. Al血ough血e power餌MedLine can provide many a use餌article, many
students feel that most of血e articles here are far too specific for their puposes. Be forewaned that many
PreCePtOrs are known to insist that students have at least one `jounal” source in their write-uPS - SO it
might be a good idea to compleme鵬MedLine wi血ano血er research tool.
Many students have found the StatRef Online Textbooks that are availat)le from the on-CamPuS COmPuterS
(accessible from血e Library’s website) to be fruitful. Here, thirty au血oritative textbooks a11ow students
to easily get血e infomation that血ey are looking ft肌Most articles in these textbooks cover血e material
in a basic mamer血at suits血e needs of most students. Some articles may provide references血at allow
Students to dig deeper into a topic.
Ano血er online reference is -ruPtOdate.com. This website is a userr紅iendly program that gives
SuCCinct, yet血orough answers to any query. For example’血e search results for a disease would produce
“topic reviews” that cover the basic (e.g.,瓜e disease’s definition) to血e specific (e.g., late stage
management of血e disease). Note that皿s website is ONLY accessible from血e on-CamPuS COmPuterS.
Be sure to also check血e IP website (also accessible from血e Library's website). There are many links,
too nunerous to count, tO all sorts of consumer and scientist websites that provide血e most recent
infomationわout medicine, heal血, and nutrition.
Ifall else fails, try a Simple search on血e Intemet. In many circunstances, lay websites are an excellent
SOurCe for basic infomation atrout a topic - the kind of infomation血at most students are looking for.
int「oduction to ClinicaI Medicine
There is no studying required. It is, however’important to pay attention during your observations, aS that's
Why you're血ere. Patient interviewing, Particularly in fro血of your peers’Can make your palms` SWeat, but
it-s an essendal skill血at you-11 have to master over血e next four years. ICM serves as a reminder ofwhy
you cane to medical school.
For the second semester course, yOu'll need your syllわus on hand to figure out where you're supposed to
be each week, and whe血er you-re supposed to hand in a write-uP. Be sure to hand in all your plenary
Write-uPS On time! ! These one-Page eSSayS are meant tO focus not on what happened during the interview,
but rather on how and why it happened.
The plenary sessions血emselves are thought provoking and at times moving. The discussion sessions can
be lively or draun-Out (depending on how cIose you are to exams), and students greatly eIjoy血eir
Clinical time. Overall,血e course was fun’entertaining, and educational.
Gene「al Misce=aneous Study Tips
● It is helpful to find a groxp to study wi血because of血e anount oftime you will spend studying.
There is more motivation and it is more fun when you have people to study with.
●　At the begiming of the year try working with di飾ereut people u血you find a groap you like.
Don't feel badわout switching around at first until you find a good group血at fits yo町Study
hわits and personality.
●　Great group study rooms are血e McNary rooms on the first floor of血e school・ They are
SOmetimes hard to get but sometimes you get lucky (See guidelines in “Libraries and Places to
S血dy’’).
●　Everyone has his or her own way ofstudying. Figure out what works best for you instead of
assuning that血ere is only one correct way of studying.
● I found it use餌to read lectures before class so that during class I know what the professor is
talking about and this also helps reinforce血e material. I also like to write doun key words or
ideas in the margins ofthe syllabus as I read.
O Many people will argue血at going to lecture is useless. It really depends on血e lecturer and血e
PerSOn. Some lecturers are so boring you fall asleep’Or血ey simply regurgitate everything in the
Syllわus or textbook. Some people leam well from lectures and some people leam better on瓜eir
OWn. So, it is upto you.
Sec的n V 7ねnspoIねtfon
Getting into and around Boston can be rather di能cult・ eSPeCially if you’re driving. The gridlock is
Seemingly endless. The potholes are big enough to get lost in, the most famous ofwhich being血e ・Big
Dig’. Most ofthe street signage is ei血er poorly placed or nonexistent’making it very easy to get lost.
And good luck finding a place to park・... It’s enough to `drive’you crazy! Fortunately, a myriad of
transportation options are availわle.
PubIic Transportation (the MBTA)
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Autho正y (MBTA) rms Boston’s public transit system,
COmmOnly referred to as the `T’. The system includes several bus’Subway, and ferry routes that m
t血oughout the day and into the nig虹Bus schedules are published several times a year (depending upon
Changes) and are availわle on busses and at軸Lajor subway stations. The MBTA also provides
transportation to and from outlying communities via an extensive railroad network (Commuter Rail),
Which is operated in coIjunction with Amtrak. More infomationわout the T can accessed from the
MBTA web site at: WWW.mbta.com
Student Semester Passes
Semester T passes are available from Parking and Transportation Services at BUMC. You may choose
from the following passes: Local Bus, Subway, Combo, Combo +, Or Commuter Rail Zones l-9.
Semester passes are offered to students at an l l% discoum (Local Bus pass $89.00 and Subway pass
$125.00 for four mon血s), muSt be pre-Paid, and are distributed at the end ofeach mon血for the following
month. Ifyou will be riding血e T to and from schooI several times per week,血en getting a semester T
PaSS is a good idea (local bus fare is $0.75, Subway fare is $1.00 from most locations). The deadline to
Order a pass for the細I semester is September = , 2002. The fall semester includes passes for the months
Of October through January. The spring semester includes passes for the months of February through
May. Unfortunately, September and June are not included. Regularly priced monthly T passes for血ese
mon血s’aS Well as any other month, may also be purchased from Parking and Transportation Services.
One more pearl ofwisdom regarding T passes・.. When usmg a T pass on Sundays, a friend can ride with
you forfree.
Buses
Several bus routes service the Medical Center and surrounding area, including血e Silver Line and two of
the three cross-tOun busses (CT-1 and CT-3). The cross-tOⅧ busses provide express service during the
daytime’and as such’they only service a limited nunber ofbus stops. Buses m seven days per week
W皿Iess frequent service on血e weekend and holidays. The CT-1 is one exception. It does not m on
血e weekend or after 7 o,cIock in the evenmg On Weekdays. Most of血e stops on this route can also be
reached by taking the #1 bus. The following is a list ofbus routes servicing the Medical Center:
Bus # I: Travels from Harvard Square, Canbridge (Red Line) to Dudley Bus Station via
Massachusetts Ave, making stops at Central Square, Canbridge (Red Line), Hynes
Convention CenterHCA and Symphony (Green Line), and Mass Ave. Station (Orange Line).
This bus is free from Mass Ave. Station wi血a bus transfer or a T subway pass. This bus runs
every 1 2 minutes during peck hours,
Bus # 8: Travels from the JFK仙niversity of Massachusetts’Boston “Harbor Point” Campus
(Red Line/Commuter Rail), tO Kemore Square (Green Line) via BUMC. It connects wi心血e
Orange Line/Commuter Rail at Ruggles Station. Buses operate every 1 5-20 mi肌teS during
Peak hours.
Bus # 10: Travels from Copley Station (Green Line) to City Poim in South Boston and
COmeCtS BUMC wi血Back Bay (Orange Line/Commuter Rail) and Andrew Station (Red
Line). Buses operate every 20 minutes during peak hours.
Bus # 47: Travels from Ce血al Square, Canbridge (Red Line) to Broadway Station, South
Boston (Red Line). This bus stops at Fenway Station (Green Line) and Ruggles Station
(Orange Line/Commuter Rail). This bus ms through血e Fenway and Longwood area, tO
Dudley Bus Station, and血en down Massachusetts Ave. to BUMC. Buses operate every 20
minutes during peak hours.
Cross-tOWn Bus紺(CT-1): Travels from BUMC to Central Square, Cambridge (Red Line),
COmeCting with Massachusetts Ave. Station (Orange Line), Symphony Station (Green Line)
and HynesnCA (Green Line). Buses operate from 6:00 am to 6:30 pm every 15 minutes
during peak hours. Subway passes are accepted on all cross-tOWn buses. Service operates
Monday t血ough Friday only.
Cross-tOWn Bus捕(CT-3): Travels from Andrew Station (Red Line) and Beth Israel
Deaconess Hospital, (Longwood) comecting with Ruggles Station on the Orange
Line/Commuter Rail and血e Museun Stop (Green Line). Buses operate every 20 minutes
during peak hours. Service begins from Ruggles Station to the Medical Campus at 4‥00 an
with the last bus leaving Longwood at 8‥16 pm. Subway passes are accepted on all cross-tOWn
buses. Service to血e Medical Canapus operates Monday through Friday o血y.
The lSilver Lineタ: The Silver Line is a Rapid Bus Transit line scheduled to begin service between
Dudley Station and downtown Boston in July 2002 (fomerly serviced by Bus #49). Service between
South Station and Logan Ai岬ort will start in December 2003. The血e will utilize the newest
tec血oIogy in transportation including ` Smart Kiosks’at stops that will countdown to the time of
arrival for the next bus by using GPS data. Eventunlly血e busses will utilize dedicated tra餓c lanes
and a tumel to provide continuous service between Dudley Station and Logan Ai申ort.
Unfortunately,血e mile long tumel will not be completed ur血2010. Promoted by the MBTA as血e
`Dig for Silver’, the p垂ect is sure to dig deep into taxpayers’pockets.
Travels on Washington St・ (2 blocks northwest of仇e Medical Campus) from Dudley Square
to Downtown Crossing, Boston (CIose to Red/Orange Lines). It comects BUMC to New
England Medical Center Station (Orange Line) and Chinatown Station (Orange Line). Service
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lS PrOVided every 5-10 minutes during peak hours. The two cIosest stops to BUMC are located
at Newton St. and at Massachuse備S Ave. Subway passes are accepted on this bus, aS Well as
Silver Line transfers available when exiting from Dountown Crossing, Boylston, and New
England Medical Center subway stations.
Subway
Boston has four m劉Or Subways, the Green, Red, Orange, and Blue lines. The Red Line branches at
JFK/U Mass, teminating at Brai血ee and Ashmont/Mattapan. The Green Line also has trains servlClng
different branches. Green Line trains traveling beyond Copley are designated to service one of the
following four destinations: Boston College (B), Cleveland Circle (C), Riverside (D), Or
Arborway/Forrest Hills (E). This may seem confusing at first, but once you have ridden on the T, it will
begin to make sense. The Medical Campus can be reached from the following subway stations:
Subway Station
Red Line Andrew
B roadway
Central Square
Downtown Crossing
Harvard Square
JFK/U Mass
Green Line Copley
F enway
Hyne s/I CA
Kemore
Longwood Medical
Museun (MFA)
Symphony
OrangeLine BackBay
C血n如0Ⅵm
DowntoⅥm Crossing
Mass Ave.
New England Medical
Ruggles
Buses to BUMC
1 0, CT-3, Evening Shuttle
47, Evening Shuttle
l,47, CT-1
Silver Line
1
8
1 0, Evening Shuttle
47
1, CT-1
8
47, CT-3
8, 47, CT-3
1, CT-1
1 0, Evening Shuttle
Silver Line
Silver Line
l, CT-1
Silver Line
8, 47, CT-3, Evening Shuttle
If you are血aveling to the Medical Campus via the Blue Line, yOu Should comect to either the Green Line
at Goverment Center or血e Orange Line at State Street. Comections between Commuter Rail and the
Red or Orange lines can be made at JFK仙Mass, Back Bay, Or Ruggles.
Transfers
There seems to be a lot of confusion at也e MBTA regarding transfers. In the past, tranSfers have been
available from the cross-tOWn busses to Iocal bus routes and to connecting subways for an additional
$0.25. Subway transfers are now avail刺e to Silver Line riders who wish to comect to the Orange Line
at New England Medical Center, the Orange or Red Line at Downtown Crossing, Or血e Green Line at
Boylston for no additional fare. Some subway stations also offer transfers to the cross-tOWn busses and to
the Silver Line. The bottom line is’ifyou wa加a transfer’be sure to ask when boarding busses or before
exiting subway stations. Bus drivers and fare collectors will be able to tell you ifthey are or are not
available.
Transpo巾ation Services at BUMC
BUMC Shu請Ie SeいIices
There are cunently four free shuttles servicing血e Medical Canpus. All sh皿Ies operate Monday through
Friday, eXCluding holidays.
CharIes River Campus/Student Union Shuttle: Sched山e coincides with the皿dergraduate
academic calendar (September through early May). The shu調e does not run during the
undergraduate winter break, Which does not directly coincide wi心血e medical schooI winter
break. It travels between血e Medical Campus and the Charles River Campus (SchooI of
Education on Sherbom St.). Board in fro加ofthe MBTA bus shelter on East Newton St. Call
the Student Union at (61 7) 353-3642 or TranSComm at (617) 638-7473 for a schedule.
Evening T and Parking Facilrty Shuttle: Departs from in frout of the Albany Street Garage
at 710 Albany Street from 5:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m., making stops at血e parking facilities,
Copley (Green line), Back Bay (Orange Line, W皿Commuter Rail and Amtrak comections),
Broadway (Red Line), Andrew (Red Line) and Ruggles Station (Orange Line and Commuter
Rail), aS Well as South End neighbo血ood locations upon request.
Al看-Day Medical Campus Shuttle: Operates from 6:30 am to 6:30 pm on a continuous Ioop
leaving BMC’血e `Newton Pavilion’at 88 East Newion St. every 30 minutes and stopping at
SeVeral locations on the Medical Canpus
Boston VA Medical Center, Jamaica Plain Shuttle: Travels between the VA Medical
Center and the BU Medical Center, 88 East Newton St・ SeVeral times a day. Call (617) 638-
6064 for a schedule.
Secu「ity Escort Service
Security provides escort service to medical area facilities‖Parking lots and the Broadway and Andrew
Subway stations (Red Line) during血e evening hours (7:00 p.m. to 6‥00 a.m.) on weekdays and at all
hours on weekends and holidays. You can request an escort at the BMC′Emergency Room Security Desk
Or by calling (617) 638-4444. W2en Calling securi砂〆r a riみplease allow a minimum卵we砂minates
in /he event that ‘h砂, are atten窃ng ,o an eme′genり,・
FlexibIe CarpooI Program & Ride Matching Service
Two or more persons traveling together with a valid A-Lot sticker may park in designated preferential
Parking in the A-Lot. These spaces are located to the from ofthe lot’CIosest to Alb孤y Street
immediately to the right ofthe entrance. Participants do not need to sign up for the flexible capool
Those commuters wishing to caapool but who need a pa血er can register at the O綿ce of Transportation
Services for RideSourceTM the free, State-funded computerized ride-matChing service provided by
CARAVAN for Commuters.
Zipcar `WheeIs when you want them’
TranSComm is a珊iated with Zipcar, a Car rental company with the flavor ofa cooperative. The way it
WOrks is that you first submit an applieation with a processing fee and you are added onto their co申orate
insurance account. Then you pay a yearly access fee and a per hour/per mile charge, Or a mOnthly fee
which includes a specified amount of hours and miles. Cars are parked in various Iocations throughout
the city. All you have to do is reserve one on-1ine and then go get it. When you consider thiat血e fees and
Charges血at you are paying include insurance’Parking, gaS, and maintenance, it’s a pretty good deal.
Plus, as a Student or staffmember ofBUMC’yOu are eligible to receive a discount on血e application and
membership fees. You can also eam a credit for your accou血by referring prospective members to
Zipcar’SO Iook for someone who is a current member ifyou’re thinking about signing吋Visit
WWW.ZIPCar.COm for more information.
Pa「king
Parking spaces at BUMC are limited. Contact Parking Services at (617) 638-491 5 for availability and
COSt Ofpemits as soon as you detemine that you will need one. Pemits must be purchased for a
minimun or six months. Metered parking is also available on several ofthe streets sunounding血e
medical canpus, but spaces can be di能cult to find. Parking enforceme血o節cers from血e Boston
Transportation Department freque請the area and will issue a citation if your meter is expired. You are
also not allowed to `feed’血e meters with the intention ofoccupy重ng a Parking space for several hours.
Pa「king at Ha「rison Court
Parking spaces in the lot located at the comer ofEast Newton Street and Harrison Avenue are available to
residents ofHarrison Court. You must obtain a pemit from the O飾ce ofParking Services at BUMC.
The cost ofthe pemit is $160.00 per month. Contact Packing Services at (617) 638-4915 for availability
and further information.
Pa「king in Boston
Parking in Boston can be ra血er frustrating. In many areas ofthe city, Parking is regulated by meters or is
Only available for residents with parking pemits. Often times you are better offpaying $6.00 or more to
Park in a commercial garage or lot. Ifyou do park in one ofthese locations, Check with the attendant to
See if local businesses offer validation. Parking is not as di餓cult in瓜e communities surounding Boston
and you are much more likely to find plenty offree parking in these areas. If you are living in an area in
Boston that requlreS reSident parking pemits’yOu may be able to obtain one by contacting the Boston
Transportation Departme血Be prepared to show proof of residency with a telephone bill, bank
Statement, Massachusetts vehicle registration, Or Similar document. More infomation is available at the
Boston Transportation Department website at: h坤〃ww.cityofboston. gov庇nsportation/parking.asp.
Privately ouned parking spaces may also be leased and are often not included when rendng an apartment
in the city. Realtors should be able to provide you with more infomation’Or yOu Can try looking for a
SPaCe at http:〃柵.parkingspaces.com/.
Other Modes of T「ansportation
Taxicabs
There are six different cab associations a血orized to operate in the city of Boston:
諾墨譜畿∴諾露盤業33
You can can to a]Tange for a taKicab to pick you up, but it is usua11y faster to flag one doun ifyou are on
a mgivr street, eSPeCially in血e evening. Beware that it can be very d珊cult and frostrating to皿a cab
after 2:00 am. Ifyou’re plaming on taking a cab home after a night at血e bar, try tO leave a few minutes
before血ey cIose.
Cab fares within the city are by metered rate. It is $1.50 for the first mile and then $0.25 for each
additiona1 1/8 mile. There is also an idling time cIock in血e meter tha両Il add $20.00 per hour to the
Cab fare. Trips to and from Logan Aiaport cost an extra $1.50, and ifyou are traveling from the aiapo中
也ere is an additional fee of$3.00 to cover the to11 for the tumel. Customers are responsible for all tolls,
including the Mass Pike or the Tobin Bridge. Ifyou have a problem or complaiut regarding a cab driver
Or COmPany, COntaCt the Boston Police Hackney Carriage Unit during business hours at (6 1 7) 343-4475,
Or Call (617) 536-TAXI to leave a message 24 hours a day.
Bicycles
Many studerits ride their bikes to schooI or in areas outside ofBoston for recreation・ Ifyou choose to ride
your bike in the city, be sure to wear a helmet and to use a light when riding at nig虹Besides血e element
Ofdanger due to crazed motorists・ POtholes can easily gobble up you and your bike. You can make your
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ride a lot safer by tcking side streets and avoiding streets with mgivr construction. Maps and additional
infomation regarding riding bikes in Boston can be found at: http:′foikemaps.comんrbmaps血m
For longer commutes or in cases of incleme加weather, bicycle racks are availわle on the cross-tOWn
busses and commuter rail trains. Bikes may also be ca正ed onto subway trains during offpeak hours. For
more infomation about bicycles on血e T, Visit瓜eir website at:
http : 〃柵・ mbta. com仲as sfare s/type s/bikepemit. c fro
Once you arrive at BUMC, yOu Should lock your bike in one of several designated areas’including in
front of the L-building, Talbot, Or between血e Goldman Dental School building and then East Newion
Pavilion. Some bike racks are located in fenced-in parking lots. in餌1 view ofthe attendants. You are
urged to register your bike with Boston University Security in order to deter thieves and to help find you
in the event that your bike is stolen狐d recovered.
Boston by Foot
Most ofBoston is wi血in reasonable walking distance from瓜e Medical Campus. You can walk to the
Prudential Cerrfer, Newbny Street, the Boston Common’Faneuil Hall, Or血e Charles River Canpus in
30-45 minutes. It’s great exercise and it is usually faster than tcking the bus during rush ho皿
Maps
Since most of Boston was built on back-帥over a period of several decades, the streets and intersections
Can be very confusing. Purchasing a map ofBoston will definitely help you find your way around, be it
by bus, Car’Or foot. The B&B City Streets map ofBoston is great. Not o血y is it small, relatively cheap
($6.95), and laminated’b証t also shows several points ofinterest and all ofthe subway stations. Maps of
Boston’the Medical Campus, Charles River Canpus, and血e T can be found at the end ofthe RedBook.
Further information about transportation is availabIe from the following sources:
O珊ce of Transpo巾ation and Commuter Services
TranSComm (Transportation Solutions for Commuters) is a company that Boston University and Boston
Medical Center contract with to provide students, faculty’and staff wi血transportation infomation,
COnSulting, and management. They are located in血e basement of609 Albany Street. The o飾ce also
houses血e Medical Canpus parking services sta組
TranSComm: (617) 638-7473　　　　Parking Services: (617) 638-4915
Automated Helpline: (617) 638-7430　Fax: (617) 638-6816
Web Site Address: WWW.tranSCOmm.Org
O飾ce Hours: Monday and Wednesdays 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday’Fridays 7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Transportation lnformation Kiosks
TranSComm manages several kiosks that contain free transportation info and schedules, including MBTA
bus and train schedules, mapS, Shuttle bus schedules and special notices (i.e. Central Artery construction
updates). These kiosks are located in the L-building (OutSide L-1 09) and in the lobbies ofboth hospitals.
Transportation Information Web Site
Check out the web site for updates, neW Services, amOunCementS, Weather emergencies, SPeCial events as
Well as all the schedules and links to mgivr state transportation web sites.
Automated舟anやortation hぴ2)rmation HさゆIine (61 7) 638-7430
The Transportation Infomation Helpline is an automated, 24-hour service providing up-tO-date
infomation, amOunCementS, and shuttle bus schedules. The helpline is available in both English and
Sp紬ish.
Sec的n肋W"ere fo Eat and Buy Snacks
There are four dining facilities at血e Medical Center, in addition to restauraI嶋and convenience stores in
the area. Ifyou decide to save money and bring your own lunch,血ere are several microwaves available
for student usage. There are also vending machines associated with all of血e BUMC facilities:
On-Campus Locations
Al"Misk (also know as Chequers)
80 E. Concord St.’Basement ofL building
皿s facility is located in血e basement ofthe L (instructional) building next to血e stndent lounge.皿s is
a great place to grab coffee and snacks in between classes. Besides coifee, it offers sandwiches, grill
items, Salads’and soaps. Besides血ese items,血ere is also a strong Mediterranean influence in血is
facility which provides for several food options other血en the traditional burger and龍es. The mgivr
drawback to Al-Misk is that it is a皿e more pricey then o血er options. It is open til1 6 PM on血e
Weekdays and is cIosed on血e weekends.
Cafete「ia @ Boston MedicaI Center, East Newton Pav帥on
88 E. Newton St.
This cafeteria is located on the second floor ofthe Atriun building of Boston Medical Center, East
Newton Street Pavilion. The easiest way to reach this is to go to血e second floor ofthe L building and
PaSSageWay aCrOSS tO血e A血m building. The food is a combination of grill items (burgers and fries),
deli, Salad, and main courses. It is relatively cheap and you get a 20% stndeut disco血ifyou show your
BUID.
Cafete「ia @ Boston Medical Cente「, Har「ison Avenue Paviiion
850 HaITison Ave.
The food瓜ere is fairly inexpensive, Wi心血e same menu and management as血e East Newton Street
Dining Service. It is Iocated on血e 2nd floor ofthe Harrison Avenue In-Patient wing and is open during
Weekdays. There is also a Dunkin’Donuts and De Angelo’s sandwich shop Iocated on the ground floor
near the Ha正son Avenue drop-Off loop.
DentaI SchooI Cafeteria
lOO E. Newton St., G Building
It is Iocated on血e first floor ofthe Deutal SchooI Building and can provide a nice change ofpace from
血e above facilities. It is m by Al-Misk and does not o臓r as large a variation as血e Al-Misk in血e L
building.
Nearby Locations
And「e,s Ca俺
809-81 1 Harrison Ave.
This cafe recently opened in血e spring of2001. Andre’s serves shish kabobs and Middle Eastem pita roll
ups with over twenty varieties ofchicken roll-uPS. The restaurant is open six days a week (CIosed on
Sundays) and serves lunch and dimer.
Campus Convenience
700 Albany St.
This convenience store is Iocated next to血e bookstore (700 Albany Street) and carries a wide assortment
Ofitems including co節ee and candy. There is also a small lunch counter血at serves hot and cold
Sandwiches and pizza. It’s open 6 a.m. - 7 p.m. on weekdays o血y.
Ch「istopher’s Ca俺
59 E. Springfield St.
This coffee house is a good place to get a quick bite. It is Iocated on Harison Avenue and provides a
relaxing atmosphere convenient for good conversation and studying.
Convenience Pius
40 Worcester Square
While not really a restaura血t, this convenience store often substitutes as one for medical students,
especially during exans. It has co節ee, fruits, Candy, and o血er convenience store items. It is Iocated right
across from the medical schooI canpus.
Har「ison Deii
805 Harrison Ave.
This restaurant is Iocated across血e street from the medical school. The food is mainly grill food, deli,
and some main courses. Prices are a little higher than those of血e hospital cafeterias, but it affords you
the option of getting out to eat.
MG’sCa俺
720 HauTison Ave.
MG’s is Iocated on the ground floor of血e Doctor’s O能ce Building (DOB). MG’s serves American and
Middle Eastem cuisine and is open for breakfast and lunch.
Mike’s Cify Dine「
1714 Washington St.
Mike’s is Iocated on Washington Avenue (take E. Concord to Washington and血en hang a left). It offers
a wide assortment of food and serves breakfast t血oughout the day (it closes at 4:30pm). The prices are a
皿Ie higher血m o血er places’but it provides large food quantity.
New China Restau「ant
869 Harrison Ave.
This is Iocated relatively far away from血e medical campus (down Harrison Avenue past Massachusetts
Avenue), but it does provide瓜e cIosest Chinese food available. The prices are atut average for Chinese
food, but血ey give very large quantities ofit. The only drawback is血at血ere is a long wait for food, SO
ifpossible call ahead and order.
Secuon V〃: A鮒er Studying
Ba「s
Great Sco廿s - 1222 Commonwea皿Ave., Brighton, 617-566-9014
Friendly bar wi血a dance floor that always seems comfortal)ly crowded, Whether there’s a live band or a
DJ. Ladies 80s on Wednesday nights draws a hea皿y crowd ofBU and BC students.
Harper’s Fe「「y - 156 Brighton Ave., Brighton, 617-254-9743
Though famed for its February Blues Fest, Ha呼er’s Ferry rocks year round. Live bands most nights, gOOd
bar food, and tons ofbar games including pool and foosball ensure a fun night.
The KeI○s - 161 Brighton Ave., Brighton, 617-782-9082
Elbow room’Guimess, and live music mcke血e Kells one of血e most popular Irish bars in Boston.
Th町Sday night dance parties draw a loyal crowd, and Sundays o節ers live Irish music and 1 8 plus
admittance.
Our House - 1277 Commonwealth Ave., Allston, 617-782-3228
The chi11 atmosphere, bar ganes, and good food at great prices have made仙s spot a BU students-
Standby for years.
The Sunset Gri‖ & Tap - 130 Brighton Ave., Allston, 617-254-1331
An impressive aITay Ofbrews - 500 microbrews, 1 12 beers on tap - and great barbecue make The Sunset
a co11egiate rite ofpassage, and a worthwl田e stop for血e older crowd as well.
White Horse Tave「n - 1 16 Brighton Ave・, Brighton, 617-254-6633
If血e crowd at血e bar gets too boisterous, yOu Can always relax at a window table wi血a beer to eye血e
action on Brighton Ave.
Wonderba「 - 1 89 Harvard Ave., Brighton, 617-351-2665
An uncommon blend of class and a lively atmosphere ensures血at you’1l always have company here.
Show up m Smart CaS脚l attire for dimer, drinks, and live jazz.
BilI“s Bar - 5 1/2 Lansdowne St., Boston, 617-421-9678
Great live bands, mOderate drink prices and plenty of action.
Boston Beer Works - 61 Brookline Ave., Boston, 617-536-2337
A spacious pub and restaurant o飾ering plenty of beers on tap, including a fine selection of seasonal
brews. It’s a fine place for a drink anytime, and a must before’after, and even during Red Sox games.
Cask 〃N FIagon - 62 Brookline Ave., Boston, 617-536-4840
Its name rivals Ted Willians’in Fenway lore. Anything you wa巾to drink, Plus a simple but satisfying
menu filled wi血great bar apps.
Jake lvory.s Piano Ba「 - 1 Lansdowne St., Boston, 617-247-1222
The very cooI Amazing Dueling Pianos shows, Thursday血ough Saturday nights at 9, are Jake’s
backbone.
Jii音ian“s - 145 Ipswich St., Boston, 617-437-0300
The bars in Jillian’s are almost an afterthought. The enomous complex boasts everything from a餌I
arcade to pool, Ping pong, foosball, and even a mock casino. Ifyou’re bored in here, it’s not血eir fault. 1 8
to enter, 21 to dri血【.
An Tua Nua - 835 Beacon St., Boston, 617-262-2121
A BU favorite bar and restaurarit, best known for its crowded dance珊oor.
Who置s on First - 19 Yawkey Way, Boston, 617-247-3353
It’s a sunmertime hotspot for Red Sox fans. During血e school year’its dance floor is a playground for
Students, wi血an especially fai血ful BU and BC crowd, eSPeCially Saturday nights, When it’s 1 8 to enter.
Back Bay B「ewing Co○ ○ 755 Boylston St., Boston, 671-424-8300
Two story bar and restaurarit wi血outside seating and a cozy upstairs Iounge. Tons of great beers you
know, Plus a few of血eir own brews.
Bukowski’s Tavem - 50 Dalton St., Boston, 617-437-9999
The prototypical hole in血e wall. Check out a movie first at the Cheri血eatre just down the street, Orjust
COme Straight here to escape the coritrolled chaos ofthe Boylston bars across the s億eet. A beer drinker's
joint wi血great bar food.
The Cactus Club - 939 Boylston St., Boston, 617-236-0200
There-s plenty of Tex-Mex,血e bar is a Margarita lover's dream, and it-s busy enough for beer drinkers-
Satisfaction.
Dad's Beantown Diner - 91 1 Boylston St., Boston, 617-296-3237
Two珊oors of drihking and dancing comprlSe One Of血e most popular college scenes in Boston, and a
Shaneless pickup j oint.
Daisy Buchanan‘s - 240a Newbury St., Boston, 617-247-85 16
A casual break from upscale Newbury Street, and a favorite of local professional athletes and college
Pickup artists alike.
McCarthy’s Ba「 & Grill - 903 Boylston St., Boston, 617-867-9090
Upscale bar which has become extremely popular anong twenty-SOmethings.
The Pou「 House Ba「 & Grill - 909 Boylston St., Boston, 617-236-1767
Reasonal)1y priced drinks and bar food’along wi血a reassuringly crowded atmosphere.
Whiskey’s Food & Spirits - 885 Boylston St., Boston, 617-262-5551
Plenty of booze and a good crowd have made Whiskey-s a favorite of area twenty-SOme血ings. Between
4-1 1pm,血ey serve wings for lO ceuts! You can get uncomforfebly fu11 (think Thacksgiving) for less
than 5 dollars here.
Clubs
A「ia - 246 Tremont St., Boston, 617-338-7080
Ifyou’re willing to wi血stand the dri重血prices (you're looking at $6 each), yOu Can have a blast here. A
Crimson velvet decorated lounge o塙as a classy respite from the raging techno dance floor
Atlas - 145 Ipswich St., Boston, 617-262-0300
A young crowd and a casually hip scene. Come for dimer and drinks, and dancing Thursday t血ough
S加町day.
Avalon - 15 Lausdowne St., Boston, 617-338-7080
A dance club as you envision it, COmPlete wi血a spacious dance組oor surrounded by bars so you can
SCOPe Out血e scene before diving in. Avalon also boasts a fomidal)1e lineup of concert gigs.
Axis - 13 Lansdowne St., Boston, 61 7-262-2437
Its got a freaky feel’but血at,s what makes it fun. The music and style on the two floors di舐汀S SO muCh
On a glVen night血at it feels like two clubs in one. 19 plus during the week, draws a solid college crowd,
especia11y Friday’s, Which offer techno downstairs and 80s tunes upstairs.
42
The Big Easy - 1 Boylston Place, Boston, 617-351-7000
The reincamation ofZanzibar is, aS its name suggests, big enough for everyone and easy to Iove. Live
bands and DJs, Wi血a c皿area upstairs to relax.
Dad-s Beantown Diner - 91 1 Boylston St., Boston, 617-296-3237
Two floors ofdrinking and dancing comprlSe One Ofthe most popular college scenes in Boston, and a
Shaneless pickup joint. Top 40 music.
Emiiy,s葛48 Winter St. (Park Street T-StOP), Boston, 61 7-423-3649
Not quite a club, nOt quite a bar. Perfect for people who like to dance to house価p-hop without caring to
Pay an eXOrbitant cover ($5).
Mant「a - 52 Temple Place, Boston, 617-542-81 1 1
Less of a club, mOre Of a NY-eSque lounge scene with beautiful people, COOl atmosphere, huka room, and
trippy bathrooms. AIso one of血e best restaurants in toun during the day.
Trattoria I寒Panino - 295 Franklin St・, Boston, 617-338-1000
The food is good, but dancing upstairs Thursday t血ough Sunday, and live music on weekends are the real
attractions. On Fridays, it becomes ClubNicole’s, One Of血e more pop血Asian clubs in toun. AIso a
POPular Sunday night spot.
Trio - 174 Lincoln St., Boston, 617-357-5333
Like Emily’s, nOt quite a club, but not quite a lounge either. The crowd and atmosphere are bo血more
uPSCale血an you will find at Emily’s, but血ere is no cover. They typica11y play good hip-hop on Fridays
and have a moderate dance-floor area. Hukas are also avail抽e.
Sophia.s - 1270 Boylston St., Boston, 617葛351-7001
If you’re not weamg an Amani sut with an open shirtyou may feel out ofplace. But血e Spanish cuisine
draws good reviews’and血e Spanish crowd considers the sangria best of Boston. Live music nightly,
Salsa dancing upstairs, and a roof deck overlooking血e city.
The Roxy - 279 Tremont St., Boston, 617-338-7699
血elegant dance club that keeps a good crowd. Friday nights at the Roxy can make a great date spot,
Wi血swing dancing lessons,剛owed by swing music into the night.
Pravda - 1 16 Boylston St・, Boston, 617-482-7799
Tapas近inks, and dancing in a classy enviroment keeps the血emometer reading high.
Caprice - 275 Tremo血St. aVext to Roxy), Boston, 617-292-0080
Fancy’elegant lounge w皿some dancing’POOl, and exquisite food available ifyou go for dimer. A
distinct euro feel and look as Envy・
EmbassyIModem - 36 Lansdowne Street
Classy, eurO bar and club that are comected to Avalon on weekends. Expensive but lots, and lots of
beautiful people.
IntramuraI Spo巾S
Ifyou’d like to take a breck from studies or you happen to have a皿Ie time for some fun extracurricular
activities, intranural sports is a great way to spend that time and to get a little exercise out ofit as well.
The Boston University Charles River canpus has many opportunities for intramural sports, Clut sports,
recreation classes, etC.血at many ofus here at血e Medical Canpus do not hear much about.
Intramural teans are made up of friends from doms, apartmentS, Classes, etC. Teans are scheduled into a
tounament which rms for five or six weeks・ Each team has a game approximately once a week in血e
evenmg Or On血e weekend. Different sports are played at di餓湘mt times of血e year.
Some examples of intranural sports include basketball, flag football, SOCCer, ice hockey, floor hockey,
temis’VOlleyball, table temis’broomball’and softball. Men’s, WOmen’s, and co-reC divisions are
available in most sports. These are open to all Boston University students or faculty. There is usually a
$20 entry fee for each tean. All registration infomation is available on血e website.
To find out more info about t血es, regis調ion, etC. gO tO this website link o卸he Boston University
Website: http :〃wow.bu.edu/perd/ and click on %sports."
AIso to be on the look out for‥ Last year血e Anatomy Department started a free softball league in血e
Spring made up ofanybody and everybody. Teams signed up as deparmerits, Or aS Classes, Or aS CO-
WOrkers. Hope餌1y this year it will happen again, it’s a great way to bond with classmates as you kick
血e o血er tean’s ass, Or get yOur OWn asSeS kicked.
Secffon W: Maps
The following pages contain maps of血e Boston University Medical and Charles River canpuses, the
City ofBoston and surrounding areas, and MBTA system maps. These maps’aS Well as other maps and
directions, Can be found on the web at血e following sites:
●　Boston University Maps and Directions: h請P://wow.bu.edu/visit/maps/index血ml
●　Boston University Medical Center Maps and Directions: W.bmc.org佃atieuts/directions/
●　City ofBoston and Surrounding Area Maps and Directions: WWW.mapqueSt.COm
●　Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority Maps and Schedules: WWW.mbta.com
●　Logan Aiport: W.maSSPOrt.COm/logan/
●　Boston’s Bikemap: bikemaps.com/urbmaps.htm
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